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1. ABSTRACT 
In [3]-[7] Woodcock developed a Fourier theory for continuously differentiable functions 
defined on the set of p-adic integers. In this paper his theory is continued by giving a charac- 
terization of the image of the Fourier transformation. Also a special form of continuity of the 
inverse Fourier transformation is proved and, as an application, the Fourier transform of an 
antiderivative of a function is calculated. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
2.1. Z,, QP, cP and K will always denote, respectively, the ring of p-adic 
integers, the field of p-adic numbers, the completion of the algebraic closure 
of Q,, and a finite-dimensional normal field extension of Qsp in C,. The 
valuation on C, will be denoted 1 I. 
Let L be a closed subfield of (6,. Then C’$Z,-I,), the space of all contin- 
uous L-valued functions on H, is a Banach space with (supremum) norm (1 ]I,-,,. 
C’(Z,+L) is the Banach space of all (uniformly) continuously differentiable 
functions with values in L. (The norm of fe C’(Z,+L) is given by 
IIfIl,vsuP {I(s-t)-lCf(s)-f(t))l:s,tEiZ,, s*tI.) 
For every non-negative integer n, C, will be the set of p”th roots of unity 
in C,, C: = UC,n, and for convenience we set C,-I = 4. BK(C) is the Banach 
space of all bounded functions f: C-G, such that for each o E C we have 
f(o) E K(o) andf(aa) = au(~)) for all elements cr of Gal[K(o) : K], the Galois 
group of K(w) over K. On &(C) we have the (supremum) norm 11 ](oo. 
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2.2. For a (uniformly) differentiable f: &,+Q=,,, the Fourier transform off is 
the function “f: C+C, defined by 
^f(o)= j f(t)w’dt (OEC). 
The integral here is the Volkenborn integral on Z,, given by 
p”-1 
j f(t)dt= lim p-” C f(i), 
n-m i=O 
for every continuously differentiable function f on ZP. (See [3].) In [5] Wood- 
cock proved that the Fourier transformation f+^f is a continuous injection 
from C’(Z,+C,) into the space of bounded functions on C. He further 
showed that the Fourier transformation itself is not bicontinuous, but its 
restriction to C’(Z,,-+K) is ([6], Theorems 3.3, 5.3). In that case its image is a 
subset of BK(C) and we are able to define the following. 
For f EBK(C) we set ^f: Z,-rc=, by 
^f(s)= ;*: ,,cc f(o)w-S (s+). 
P” 
Then ^f is a K-valued Lipschitz function on Z, and the mapping f+^f (the 
inverse Fourier transformation) is continuous with respect to the natural 
metrics on the spaces involved. (For details, see [3].) We also have “*f =f for 
all f E C’(Z,-+K). 
In Theorem 3.5 we shall describe the image of C’(Z,+K) under the Fourier 
transformation, and in Theorem 4.2 we shall show that the inverse Fourier 
transformation is also continuous in the sense that the image of a bounded 
pointwise convergent sequence is a uniformly convergent sequence. As an 
application we shall calculate the Fourier transform of an antiderivative of a 
C,-valued function (Theorem 5.4). 
2.3. For convenience we set for WE C the locally constant function 4, by 
f#J&) = d (t E Z,). 
For f : C-c, and a E cP, we say lim, f (0) =a if and only if 
lim sup If(o)-al=O. 
n+m W~C\C,. 
Finally, let f E C?(iZ,-$,). Then there exists a unique continuous function 
Sf on Z, such that Sf(n) = Cyli f(i) for every positive integer n. The mapping 
f+Sf is continuous, Sf(0) =0 and it is not difficult to show that for 
f E C1(ZP+c,) and s E Z, we have that j f (s + t)dt - j f (t)dt = SW)(s). (See [2].) 
3. THE IMAGE OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORMATION 
3.1. DEFINITION. For a continuous function f on ZIP we define a function 
Lf : C-+cP by the formula 
Lf (1) = 0, 
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where o E Cpn \ C,,-I and n is a positive integer. 
We shall now show that an element of the image of the Fourier transfor- 
mation is asymptotically equal to a function Lf for suitable f E &@!,*K). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let f E C’(E,+K). Then ‘f - Lcf’) E BK(C) and 
lim (^f - Lf’)(U) = 0. w 
PROOF. One easily verifies that Lf’ E BK(C). 
Now let UE+ \ C&I. For g,eC’(Z,+K) defined by g,(t)=f(t+p”-‘) 
(tEi2,) we have: 
Ag,(w)=5f(t+p”-1)&,At+p”-1)dtA,,(-p”-1) 
= {S f(O&(Odt+Xf’@,)O?“-l))@,(-~“-l) 
=~Af(~)+xfNJP”-l)l~,(-P”-l). 
Rearranging this equality we obtain: 
Af(~)~,(P”-‘)-Af(~)-~cf’~,)@“-1)=(Af(~)-”g,(~))~,o3”-1). 
Division by &,,(p”- ‘) - 1 yields: 
IAfW-WQ4 = IYk)-%W Jhiw-l)- ~I-l~PllAf-A&llcn. 
Now lim,+, f-g,, = 0 in C’(Z,-+K), so lim,,, Il^f - “g,ll, = 0 by the conti- 
nuity of the Fourier transformation. n 
We shall now present two lemmas which will enable us to prove the converse 
statement: a function in BK(C) which is asymptotically equal to Lf for some 
f E &‘(Z,+K) is an element of the image of the Fourier transformation. 
3.3. LEMMA. The K-dimension of the space of functions in BK(C) which 
have their support in CPn \ C,n- I is p” - p” - I. 
PROOF. Let the dimension of K(C,“) over K be N. Then an element o of 
CP” \ C,,-I has N associated elements in CPn \ CPn- I. 
A function f E BK(C) with support in CPn \ +I is completely determined 
by its values on h4, where M contains exactly one representative of each class 
of associated elements of CPn \ +I. 
As M contains (p” - p” - ‘)N- ’ elements and as the domain off has to be in 
the N dimensional space K(C,n), we find that the K-dimension of the space of 
all functions f as above is (p”--p”-‘)N-’ .N. n 
It is easy to see that the Fourier transformation maps the set of functions 
f: Z,-+K which are constant on cosets of p”Z, into the subspace of functions 
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in BK(C) that have their support in C,.. By the lemma above, the K- 
dimension of the latter space is p”, which is equal to the K-dimension of the 
former one. Using the injectivity of the Fourier transformation we obtain: 
3.4. LEMMA. Let n be a non-negative integer. The Fourier transformation is 
a bijection from the set of functions f: Z, +K which are constant on cosets of 
p”H, onto the subspace of Bk(C) of all elements which have their support 
in Cr”. 
For f E Bk(C) such that lim, f(o)=0 we have that f is the uniform limit 
of a sequence of functions f,, in BK(C) which have compact support. By the 
previous lemma there exist g,E C’(Z r+K) such that “g, = f,. The fact that 
the Fourier transformation is bicontinuous now yields that f =“g, where 
g=lim g,. n-m 
Keeping this in mind, we are now able to prove: 
3.5. THEOREM. Let f E Bk(C). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a g E C’(Z,+K) such that “g = f. 
(ii) There exists a h E C’@ r+K) such that limo (Lh -f)(o) = 0. 
If the two equivalent statements above hold, then h =g’. 
PROOF. i+ii: Lemma 3.2. 
ii+i: Let Ph E C’(Z,--+K) be an antiderivative of h. 
Then lim, ^Ph(o) -Lb(w) = 0 (3.2), so limo (“Ph - f)(o) = 0. 
By the remark preceeding this theorem we can find a gl E C’(Z,+K) such 
that ^Ph -f = ‘g, . Clearly f =“g, where g = Ph - gl . 
Finally, suppose that i and ii are true. Let Ph again be an antiderivative 
of h. Then limo (“Ph - *g)(o) = limw (“Ph -Lb)(o) + limw (Lh - *g)(o) = 0. 
But lim, (“Ph -&g)(o) =0 implies that Ph-g has zero derivative (see [6]), 
so h=(Ph)‘=g’. n 
4.THEINVERSEFOURIERTRANSFORMATION 
4.1. LEMMA. There exists a positive number K such that for all non-negative 
integers n and all x E K(C,n) we have ) Tr,““r”)(x)l I KP - n. 
PROOF. 131. w 
4.2. THEOREM. Let f, be a bounded sequence of elements in Bk(C) tending 
pointwise to f: C-+6$ Then f EBk(C) and lim,,, ‘f,=^f uniformly on Z,. 
PROOF. From the definition of Bk(C) and the fact that Galois transforms are 
isometries it follows immediately that f E Bk(C). 
Let g E Bk(C), k a positive integer and let {or, w2, . . . . oN} be a maximal 
subset of C,,t \ C,t-I which contains no pair of associated elements. Then 
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For positive integers m and n, and s E h, we have 
The statement of the theorem now follows easily. n 
5. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF AN ANTIDERIVATIVE 
Let f E C$Z,-C,). Every se& can be uniquely written as CE=, Uip’ 
(aj~ (0, 1, ...) p - l>), so for each non-negative integer n we can define a 
function f@) on Z, by 
f’“‘( jj ajp’)=f( ‘f’ ajp’)a~p” 
i=o i=O 
(where c;=\ ajp’ : = 0). 
The function 
is continuously differentiable, (Pf)‘=f and the mapping f+Pf is a linear iso- 
metry from the set of continuous functions on Z, into the set of continuously 
differentiable functions on Zp. (See [2]). 
In this chapter we shall calculate ‘fen) (Lemma 5.1) and we shall find 
an expression for hPf=nC~zO f@) by showing that ^C,“=, f(“)= C,“=, “ff(@ 
(Theorem 5.4). The latter equality is rather surprising as the f(“) are (in 
general) not summable in the continuously differentiable sense, so we cannot 
refer to the continuity of the Fourier transformation. Nevertheless, if f has 
its values in K we can get around this problem by the fact that the ‘f@) are 
rather ‘well-shaped’ and by using the Theorems 3.5 and 4.2. Continuity then 
yields that the equality *C,“=, f(“)= C,“=, “f(“) not only holds for K-valued 
functions f, but for any C,,-valued continuous function f on Z,. 
5.1. LEMMA. Letf&(h 
for f’“’ as above: 
P+@P) and let n be a non-negative integer. Then 
c 
HP - lvxl&o)w) if 0 E Cpn 
^f’“‘(o)) = 
i 
1 
&AP”) - 1 
S(&J@“) if 0 E C,n+l \ C,. 
lo if oEC\ C,.+I 
PROOF. Let Ti be the characteristic function (on 22,) of i+p”+‘Z, 
(iE{O,l,..., p”+‘-1)). Then 
j f’“‘(t)&,(t)dt = “;’ ‘-’ C 5 C+jp40f’n’W9 Wt w 
i=O j=O 
p”-I P-1 
= C f(i) C 9 5 <i+jp4O@co(t)dt- 
i=O j=O 
We now distinguish three cases: 
i. If DECO”. Then @,(t)=&,(i) for tEi+jp”+pn+‘hp, so 
S f%M,Wt = polo’ f(i) 1s: jp”p -n - ‘9,(i) 
p”-1 
= +(P- 1) i:. fO#M). 
ii. If oECp”+~ \ C,. . Then e,(t) = @,(i)&Jjp”) for t E i + jp” +p”+ ‘ZP, 
and @,(p”) E C,,I \ CPo. From the latter fact we deduce that 
and we obtain: 
. . . 
111. If WEC\Cp”+1, the integral 5 <i+jp”(t)@o(t)dt is a summation over a 
non trivial group, so its value is 0. Hence 
1 f’“‘(t)&,(t)dt = 0. n 
5.2. DEFINITION. For a continuous function f: Z,-$, we define the 
function L,f: C-c, by 
kf(4=30)-1) ; W&W)Wx m=n 
where w E CPm \ C&I. 
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Note that L,f is well-defined as Sdf@,) is a continuous function for every 
w EC, so lim,,, Scf@,)(p”) = 0. We also have that C,“=, ‘f(n) = Lf + L, f. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let f E &&+C,). Then hmw L,f(o)=O. 
PROOF. of+ \ +I and mrn. Then @&“-‘)EC~I and: 
ISU@,)(P”)l =I “E’ z; pm-n-’ 
i=O 
jZo f(i+jp”-‘+kp”)~,(i+jp”-‘+kp”)l 
P-1 
5 sup I c f(~+.@“-l)&J.b”-‘)I 
SEZp j=O 
P-1 
5 ;yJ I jg, f(~+-s%ao(P”-‘)j- z: f(w&“-‘)jl 
I &;t; If@)-f(Ol. 
P 
s-tsp p “-Iz 
The statement now follows from the (uniform) continuity off. n 
5.4. THEOREM. Let f c @(Z,-$,). Then ^ Pf = Lf +L,f, i.e. 
PROOF. First we shall prove the theorem for f e@‘(i$,+K), where K is a 
finite extension of Qp. The sequence n-r Cr=, ‘fci) is a bounded (IIAff(i)Il,,,s 
lpll f II,) pointwise convergent sequence in BK(C), so by Theorem 4.2 
Pf = lim i f”) = lim i “f@) 
n-+m i=O n-a i=O 
=” ito *f(‘)=yLf+L,f). 
Now Theorem 3.5 and the lemma above yield that L, f + Lf is the image of a 
continuously differentiable function g on i&,, so 
To prove the general case, let f E f?(Z p+C,). There exists a sequence f, of 
continuous functions on Z,, each with its range in a finite extension of Qp, 
such that lim,,, f, =f (uniform). Then lim,,, Pf, = Pf (in C’(Z,+C,)), so 
Lf+L,f= lim Lf,+L,f,= lim ‘Pf,=‘Pf. 
n-m !I’00 
(The first equality stems from the fact that the mappings f+Lf and f+L, f are 
continuous, the second one from the first part of this proof and the last one 
from the continuity of the Fourier transformation.) n 
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6. REMARKS 
The restriction that K be a finite-dimensional extension of QP is not strictly 
necessary. In fact, it can be proved for any closed algebraic subfield K of C,, 
that (each of) the key Theorems 3.5 and 4.2 are valid if and only if the different 
of K is not nil. Also, Lemma 3.2 remains valid if we allow K to be any algebraic, 
closed subfield of CP. For details, see [l]. 
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